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This cataloque is full of novelties to make
the composting and gardening as easy
and enjoyable as possible.



Those are the main pillars on which we base our development and production. 
We sincerely strive to make our products serve you for as long as possible. We see waste 
as a resource and try to use it in a meaningful way. 
We increase the share of recycled material and, on the contrary, try to decrease the 
share of packaging materials. Some of our innovations are already made entirely from 
post-factory recyclate. We are switching to the branding of products by laser, which lets 
us gradually get rid of printing and stickers that complicate recycling.
We are expanding our family of products to include those that bring added value to you, 
our customers. See for yourself how we have succeeded. 
We are switching to double-sided cardboard printing, we use recycled paper and we do 
not waste packaging materials.

The joy of growing,
a thoughtful design and 
sustainability.

Each new task brings new challenges
for us to improve our work and make it even 
more sustainable. 



Have you purchased your first self-watering flower box but have no idea what the wicks, 
water level indicator or overflow outlet are for?  You will be inspired by the Berberis recipe 
book with its planting tips for spring to winter. 

Grow into self-watering
with the Berberis recipe book!

• You will become a balcony cultivation pro and no longer be stumped by anything.
• You will understand how self-watering works. 
• You will learn how to assemble and plant your first self-watering flower box.
• You will improve your watering and fertilizing.
• You will learn about the various types of Berberis containers.
• Here you will find practical types of planting.

What you will get from the guide?

We have put all our experience into the guide. We have been making self-watering 
containers in the Vysočina Region for 29 years. Over that time, we have created several 
generations of containers and 22 innovations. 

It is important to us that you grow best using our products. We are experts in manufacturing 
and functionality, but there is always room for improvement. 
This is why we involve designers, gardening experts and hobby growers
in the development and testing. We also consult with them for plant growing and care tips.

Thanks to Miroslava Paclová, who put her know-how into a Berberis recipe book 
chapter.

Thanks also go out to our Instagram gardening ambassadors for their quotes
and proof-reading.

@pakvitko
@petrazahradnici
@z _ terasy
@sita _ garden
@balkonovazahrada
@zahrada _ by _ hela
@balconyqueenprague
@jahodova _ zahrada

Self-watering flower boxes and planters: 

a worthwhile investment

You can find the practical Berberis recipe book here  
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Hi! My name is Helen andI will be your guide tothe world of self-watering.

An introduction to self-wateringNot a drop wasted - we try to save water 
wherever possible! This is why we are 
constantly improving the self-watering 
system for our flower boxes and pots. What 
can guarantee you success in the world of 
gardening? Properly sized water and soil 
reservoirs, maximum aeration and perfectly 
functioning wicks. Your guarantee that our 
planters and flower pots will flourish for a really 

long time is their quality workmanship, durable 
material and timeless design.
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(Self-) watering is not rocket science.

How self-watering works
Self-watering using Plastia containers works like a 

sophisticated yet coherent jigsaw puzzle. Each piece 

has its specific function, yet can perform it only if all 

the others are in place. Now we will reveal what the 

pieces are and how they work together.

The main parts of self-watering containers are:

1.  A self-watering insert containing holes and water rise tubes, thanks 

to which the roots grow comfortably and the plant gets just the right 

amount of moisture.
2.  A water reservoir with sufficient capacity that also acts as the outer part 

of the container.3.  Wicks, namely textile strips of polypropylene that allow water to reach 

the root system in the substrate.

4. Watering funnel5. Air gap
6. Water level indicator

7. Overflow outlet8. Clamp
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Berberis self-watering bowl
Annuals: there is a whole range of balcony plants available, 

nasturtiums, scarlet sage, California poppies, Mexican marigolds, 

ageratum, lobelias
Perennials: low sage, low and medium-sized stonecrops, hellebore, 

leucanthemum, ground ivy, creeping jenny, false goat’s beard, low 

grasses, low ferns, small wetland plantsSpring planting: small-flowered and medium-sized tulips, daffodils, 

grape hyacinth, low and medium-sized garlic, hyacinths, small-

flowered violets, hellebore, low spindle treeAutumn planting: heathers, heather, calocephalus, cyclamens, 

chrysanthemums, pansies, violets, ivy, coral bells, fescues, cotoneaster, 

stonecrops, bugleherb, loosestrifeHerbs: parsley, chives, oregano, basil, Welsh onion, dill (Compact), 

thyme, marjoram, garden thyme, rosemary, lemon balm, common sage, 

savory, mint

Vegetables: salads for the youngest baby leaves, salad beetroot, 

purslane, rocket, salad beet and chard for leaves, Asian vegetables
Fruit vegetables: planter tomatoes, overhanging tomatoes (Tumbling 

Tom), chili peppers, pepino

Fruit: perennial, overhanging and monthly strawberries, cranberries
Ornamental trees: Hort’s Blaze, gaultheria, ivy, bearberry cotoneaster, 

periwinkle

An elegant item with lots of convenient 
details. The special ring means you can 
water from all sides. Use the hanger to 
create a floating wall or place it on a table, 
floor or stairs without the hanger.

Still not enough? 
Download the handy infographic

Self-) watering 

is not rocket
 

science. 



A worm farm for your flat 
The perfect den for California earthworms that love small flats. An ideal partner for 
beginning composting enthusiasts. It will surprise you with its compact size. You will find 
a place for it even in the smallest kitchen. Thanks to the clever design, we save space 
during storage and transportation, we are not just transporting air.
Choose from two options, one from 100% recycled material in grey or from virgin materials 
in green.

Available colours:

Article number L b h

1606967020R
38 38 38 15 l 2 l

1606967067

20R 67

Look for the R in the colour code - these products were made from recycled materials

15 in

15 in 15 in

Don’t throw away the paper package from your worm farm. Use it as bedding
for the earthworms. It was made from recycled materials and printed safely with water-
soluble inks. Thus, the earthworms will be safe and sound.

Tip:



Design and life in Harmony with natural principles

Thanks to Urbalive by PLASTIA we will live in greener towns and 
cities. We bring products that ease the path to nature, a healthy 
lifestyle and the sustainability of natural resources. Growing 
plants and home composting are becoming a natural part of 
life in the busiest of cities. That Urbalive products by PLASTIA 
have an ideal life cycle is certified by the Green Loop.
In addition, Urbalive products by PLASTIA have their own style. 
They were designed in the studios of the best Czech designers 
and bring timeless flair into your home.



BOKASHI COMPOSTER  

Would you like to treat your kitchen waste responsibly? Turn peelings and scraps into 
something useful? Would you like to compost, but without the earthworms? Then Bokashi 
is the ideal choice for you - using a special mixture of microorganisms, it transforms waste 
into a fermented substance that will give strength to your plants. Elegantly, without any 
smell or unpleasant fruit flies.

Available colours:

A helper for every kitchen 

Article number L b h

1606966020R 25,7 24 35 10,6 l 0,25 l

20R

Look for the R in the colour code - these products were made from recycled materials

35 cm

24 cm

25,7 cm

In addition to the solid Bokashi fertiliser, you also 
get the liquid Bokashi leachate/tea - a fermentation 

liquid ideal for fertilising plants. Dilute 1:100.

Tip:

This package includes one composter nad 1 kg of friendly ferment bacteria. 



TREE  

The pure lines of the TREE flower pots lets the wild nature in them stand out.
It was designed for by the renowned product designer prof. ak. arch. Jiří Pelcl. Thus, 
this is a continuation of the successful cooperation when creating the Urbalive 
worm farm and it is our honour to be creating together again.
Hanging strawberries and herbs will love the TREE flower pot,
but you can also grow all kinds of hanging houseplants
in it. It is variable; you can create one vertical assembly
or a combination of lower variants.

Vertical self-watering flower pot

Article number L b h   l   l

1707202520R 31,3 31,3 77,3 3,4 + 3,4 + 3,4 1,1 + 1,1 + 1,1

TREE - set of 3 pieces*

*Set of 3 pieces including stand + 2 metal braces
Look for the R in the colour code - these products were made from recycled materials

Made from recycled 
materials!
We strive to make the 
maximum use of waste/
recycled materials 
everywhere it makes sense 
for us and our customers. 
We do not resources, but 
rather look for opportunities 
for their optimal use. The 
TREE flower pot was made 
from 100% post-factory 
recyclate.

Available colours:

20R

We strive to make the 
maximum use of waste/
recycled materials 
everywhere it makes sense 
for us and our customers. 
We do not resources, but 
rather look for opportunities 
for their optimal use. The 
TREE flower pot was made 
from 100% post-factory 
recyclate.

We strive to make the 
maximum use of waste/
recycled materials 
everywhere it makes sense 
for us and our customers. 
We do not resources, but 
rather look for opportunities 
for their optimal use. The 
TREE flower pot was made 
from 100% post-factory 
recyclate.

77,3 cm

31,3 cm 31,3 cm



TOLITA

Flower pots made by request from houseplants and herbs, created in cooperation 
with the Czech designers from WRKS. The minimalist design will appeal to lovers                                         
of pileas, oxalis, hanging string-of-pearls plants and other darlings of the green jungle. 
We recommend combining different sizes of flower pots and boxes for a simple, elegant 
line.

Self-watering flower pots and flower boxes

Made from recycled materials!
Look for 100% recycled materials under grey, other colours were 

made from virgin materials. So there is a choice for everybody.



Look for the R in the colour code - these products were made from recycled materials

Available colours:

Article number L ø h     l     l

1707081907

19 19,8 2,2 l 0,75 l

1707081920R

1707081934

1707081940

1707081957

Self-watering flower pots

Flower pot ø 16

Flower pot ø 19

Article number L ø h     l     l

1707081607

16 16,6 1,3 0,42 

1707081620R

1707081634

1707081640

1707081657

20R07 34 40 57

Article number L b h     l     l

1909773007

30,5 16 16,6 3,2 1,1

1909773020R

1909773034

1909773040

1909773057

Self-watering flower boxes

Flower box

20R07 34 40 57

Available colours:

Look for the R in the colour code - these products were made from recycled materials



Article number L b h

1606944041 33 33 22
Look for the R in the colour code - these products were made from recycled materials

Available colours:

PILEA  
These new watering cans and sprayers are true drinkers of water and will quench even 
a large thirst. You can ideally use these watering cans with volumes of 3.8 l and 1.8 l and 
sprayers in tandem with the Berberis self-watering flower boxes and flower pots or with 
the Tolita interior line.

Article number

1505631807

1,8 l1505631834

1505631840R

Pilea watering cans
Article number

1505633807

3,8 l 1505633834

1505633840R

Pilea sprayers

07 34 40R

GROWING COVER

Wind-resistant! Attach the cover to the planter 
with the 2 clamps during strong rain or wind.

Tip:

Available colours:

41

22 cm

33 cm

55 cm

This practical gadget will protect your seedlings from frost and fluctuating weather. 
Developed for combining with Berberis large-volume self-watering planters, it is an accessory 
that belongs in every home. Storage is easy, just put growing cover into the selfwatering 
insert.

Article number         

1505131007

1 l1505131034

1505131040R



Art. Nr. Colour

green

anthracite

chocolate

greyblue

green

green

bronzová

bronze

ivory

ivory recycled

Art. Nr. Colour

white

chocolate

terracotta

yellow

taupe

red

red wine

sv. antracit

light anthracite

gray recycled 

Art. Nr. Colour

transparent

smoke color

pearl

pearl green

red wine

pink

dark green

silver

wine red

Colour variations

Key
ø diameter

h height

L length

b width

a, b, c width

substrate quantity

water capacity

Volume of fluid ( water, fermentation liquid ) in liters

xx = colour number

01

02

03

07

12

13

15

20

20R

20

24

25

30

34

37

39

40

40R

41

44

54

55

56

57

67

93

94

06 26




